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The key is to provide low stress, high quality routes that are:

•• Safe and comfortable for riders and walkers
— regardless of age and ability
•• Convenient
— connecting to schools, shops, transit stations, and places of employment
This report by the North East Link (NEL) Walking and Cycling Community Technical
Discussion Group (CTDG) acknowledges significant improvements proposed to the
walking and cycling networks as part of North East Link.
Noting that bidders have the opportunity to improve the NEL Reference Design
and that walking and cycling improvements are well received by local communities
and the general public, the CTDG has prepared this report. It proposes improvements
which are not in NEL’s Reference Design, but which will enhance walking and cycling
in the NEL and Eastern Freeway Corridors.
The CTDG Report has prioritised proposals that:

•• Better integrate the proposed NEL works to the existing walking and cycling network
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39
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Bicycle Connection & Main Yarra Trail
40

•• Improve access and provides seamless integration to a well-connected network
•• Provide accessible infrastructure for all walkers and cyclists,
regardless of age or ability
•• Separate motor vehicles, cyclists and walkers at every opportunity
•• Maximise the safety and security of walkers and riders
Provide lower stress and more inclusive commuter and local transport
outcomes to the community, in line with the Victorian Cycling Strategy
2018-20281 and Plan Melbourne 2017-20502
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These proposals will significantly enhance cycling and walking networks,
in line with existing strategies for cycling and walking.
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Additional works will cost more but that will be outweighed by the
benefits of increased participation in cycling and walking.
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Bulleen Rd: shared path on west side
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Your consortium has the opportunity to deliver legacy projects that
will be welcomed by all in the community for many years ahead.

Appendix F
A direct route through Banksia Park
to Rivergum Walk
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https://transport.vic.gov.au/-/media/tfv-documents/walking-and-cycling/victorian-cycling-

strategy-2018-28.pdf?la=en&hash=43D83D737757683450CF4A7E329B85DB
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https:/www.planmelbourne.vic.gov.au/the-plan
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3. Principles & Objectives
The CTDG have determined the following principles and objectives that must be
considered by bidders when developing their concept designs for North East Link
and associated works.

Walking and Cycling Principles
Minimising grades

Providing grades that are suitable for all ages and abilities.

Providing safety
and security

Ensuring the safety of walkers and riders is maximised
and that all users can feel safe and secure day or night.

Minimising travel times

2. Introduction
The North East Link Authority facilitated
the establishment of a group of
community advocates to advise
on walking and cycling, the Cycling
and Walking Community Technical
Discussion Group (CTDG).
See Appendix A for further information
on the CTDG, including membership.
Recognising that Bidders have
opportunities to further improve the
North East Link design and acknowledging
that walking and cycling improvements
are well received by the broader public,
we have prepared this report, which
provides details on improvements that
will enhance the legacy of the project.
The CTDG supports many of the significant
improvements proposed to the walking
and cycling networks as part of
North East Link. However, the group has
identified additional opportunities and
ideas to enhance walking and cycling
throughout the project.3
Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 emphasises
the need to plan for ‘20 minute
neighbourhoods’ by creating a
network of cycling links for local trips.
The 20 minute neighbourhood is simple:
it’s about people being able to meet most
of their daily needs through a 20 minute
walking, cycling or public transport trip
from their own home.

The CTDG recognises that this objective
will not be achieved on many parts of the
proposed shared path network. The CTDG
has identified a number of opportunities
and alternatives to improve walking
and cycling along the Eastern Freeway
corridor and North East Link corridor
(between Eastern Freeway and M80,
Greensborough) that will address this.
It also proposes another category
of projects that will enhance walking
and cycling in the Eastern Freeway
and NEL corridors.
In preparing this report, the CTDG did
not have access to the Reference
Design other than the publicly available
document: ‘Early Design Schematics
and Artist Impressions — September
2018’. The group is only able to base its
comments on that document, and may
be unaware of other proposed bicycle
infrastructure or elements of NEL that
could impact adversely on proposed
bicycle infrastructure (e.g. details of
the Manningham Road Interchange
and associated roadworks). Hence an
absence of comment should not be
perceived as implicit support.

Disclaimer: The views expressed in this report are the overall views of the NEL Walking and Cycling
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1. Providing direct connections with a high level
of service along routes.
2. Separating walking and transport cycle paths
at every opportunity.

Improving connections

Improving access and providing seamless integration
to a well-connected network

Providing accessible
infrastructure

Optimising the amenity and usability for all users regardless
of active transport mode, ability, impairment and type of
human & electric powered vehicle

Walking and Cycling Objectives

Figure 1: Four types of Cyclist

The primary objective for the CTDG in respect
to walking is to develop and enhance a
network of shared paths and trails that are
safe and accessible and, where possible, are
separate.

This categorisation of cyclists in
a community underpins the Victorian
Cycling Strategy 2018-28.

The primary objective for CTDG in respect
to cycling is to significantly increase the
amount of cycling in the Eastern Freeway
and NEL corridors, consistent with the
principle objective of the Victorian Cycling
Strategy 2018-28.

Reducing Traffic Stress to
Increase Cycling Numbers

The level of traffic stress is the key to cyclists
making a decision to ride a particular route. A
high stress section on a route is likely to deter
cyclists from riding that route - particularly
the 60% ‘interested but concerned.’
The CTDG have recognised the importance
of having consistent Low Traffic Stress
Routes along and across the Eastern
Freeway Corridor and the North East Link
Corridor. Low Traffic Stress routes are
fundamental to increasing cycling numbers.

Increasing the amount of cycling in
the Eastern Freeway and NEL corridors
requires the upgrade of existing and the
development of new bicycle infrastructure
that meets the needs of the ‘60% interested
but concerned group of cyclists’.4
There are four types of cyclists,
based on people’s propensity to ride5.

<1% 7%
33%

Strong and fearless
Enthused and confident
Interested and concerned

60%

No way no how
Principle objective of the Victorian Cycling Strategy 2018-28

4

3

5

CTDG members only and may not be the views of individual members or other organisations.

- Roger Geller, Bicycle Coordinator Portland Office of Transportation.

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/article/264746 Four Types of Cyclists
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Consider the following figure:
it shows a population
catchment of 232,330
for the NEL Project (Population
figures from 2016 Census)
Population Catchment 232,300 people
•• People’s propensity to cycle:
•• Strong and fearless <1% (2300)

Shared path infrastructure that removes stress for the 60%
of ‘Interested but concerned’ cyclists also encourages the
33% of non-cyclists to walk the low stress paths.
People make their choice to cycle based on the highest level
traffic stress they expect encounter on a route. If a section
of a route is high-stress many people (particularly ‘interested
but concerned’ people) will decide not to cycle.’ (Victorian
Cycling Strategy 2018-28)
As noted above, the number of people prepared to ride will
be dependent on the type of bike infrastructure and the level
of traffic stress that would be experienced on a route.

NUMBER OF CYCLISTS WITHIN CATCHMENT WHO RIDE

Figure 2. Eastern Freeway and NEL - A Population Catchment for Bike Infrastructure

200,000
160,000
120,000
8,000
4,000
0

•• Enthused and confident 7% (16261)

CYCLIST CATEGORIES

•• Interested but concerned 60% (139,380)
•• No way, no how 33% (76,459)

All cyclists

Strong and fearless + Enthused and confident

Strong and fearless

Figure 3: Traffic Stress and its impact on cyclist numbers
The NELA’s Reference Design has a number of high ‘traffic
stress’ elements which create a barrier to the 60%
‘interested but concerned’ cyclists.
As they are unlikely to ride high traffic stress routes, the
effective catchment for the NELA Reference Design could
be less than 20,000 people.
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Implementing cycling infrastructure that removes the
high traffic stress and hence appeals to all cyclists for
the Eastern Freeway and NEL corridors would mean a
very significant increase in the Cycling Catchment to
around 158,000 people.
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5.5 New Shared
Path Bridge:
beside Tram Rd

5.7 Upgrade
KT - North side
Improve Grades
5.4 New underpass
under Bulleen Rd

5.1 New Bridge:
Merri Ck

A

B

C

5.3 New Koonung
Trail Nth Side (Burke
to Kenneth St)
5.2 Anniversary
Trail Connection

6.1 New Shared Path Bridge:
Bulleen Rd - West Side

D

6.2 NEL/Eastern
Fwy I/C: bike ramp
connections

6.4 Direct
Shared Path in
Banksia Park
6.3 Bulleen Rd Shared:
West Side

6.5 Grades on
Rivergum Walk

6.7 Blarney Rd
Underpass
6.6 Drysdale St
Underpass

The Appendices provide technical
details, reflecting the professional
and technical expertise of many
CTDG members.

D Direct alignment under Burke Rd

We do not propose to comment
further in this document.

•• Eastern Freeway – Improvements
to the walking and cycling network
along and linking to the Eastern
Freeway corridor between Hoddle
Street, Clifton Hill and the Mullum
Mullum Tunnel Portal, Donvale.

6.8 Yallambie
Rd Underpass

•• Realignment of Shared Path under
Burke Rd, Kew East.

The report is divided into four
main sections:

•• Project wide – Project wide
suggestions that would deliver
community amenity to the
existing benefits of the proposed
infrastructure and that enhance
the safety and security of walkers
and cyclists.

C Shared Path reconstruction
adjacent Kew GC

•• Reconstruction and widening of
sub-standard shared path adjacent
to Kew Golf Links.

These projects are generally in
addition to those Projects in the
Reference Design (refer to Maps in
Figures 5 and 6 below for locations).

B Belford Road underpass

•• Belford Road Grade Improvement
and realignment of shared path,
Belford Rd Kew.

•• Other Projects to enhance
the network of shared paths
to complement the Eastern
Freeway and NEL corridor projects.

6.9 Elder St
Underpass

•• New Eastern Bicycle Corridor
cycling path and bridge over the
Yarra River and underpass under
Yarra Blvd, Kew.

•• North East Link – Walking and
cycling improvements generally
along and linking to the North
East Link alignment between the
Eastern Freeway and Western
Ring Road (M80).

A EBC - Yarra Bridge and Chandler
Hwy U/pass

These include:

The Group has identified a number
of Projects in the Eastern Freeway
and NEL corridors that must be
implemented to achieve the objective
of providing a safe lower stress
environment and hence maximising
the number of cyclists. The focus on
delivering a continuous Low Traffic
Stress environment, particularly in
respect to grades and intersections,
will similarly benefit walkers.

Figure 5 Bicycle and Walking Infrastructure in Eastern and NEL Corridors

The CTDG strongly
supports a number of the
improvements committed
in the Reference Design.

5.6 Upgrade KT
- South side & 3
new underpasses

4. S
 cope and format
of this report
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7.8 Address flooding issues
on path near Willsmere Park

7.5 Provide new bridge
over Yarra River

7.1 Realign MYT and construct
underpass of Banksia St

7.4 Connect WRR
Path to Plenty R Path

7.6 Improve sight lines on KT - south
and reverse priority at road crossing

7.7 Provide Bike
Parking facilities
at Doncaster and
Bulleen Park and Ride

7.2 Extend Bulleen Rd Bike
Lanes thru intersection

7.3 Extend Bus lanes
on Manningham Rd

Figure 6 Other Projects: Bicycle and Walking Infrastructure

Bicycle & Walking
Infrastructure
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5.1. Merri Creek — New Bridge: Additional Project
Issue

Proposal

At the western ‘Gateway’ to NEL,
where the Eastern Freeway crosses
Merri Creek and several of Melbourne’s
key cycling corridors converge.
This includes:

Construct a new 4m wide bridge over
Merri Creek at a higher level (opposite
Roseneath St) with improved ramp
gradients. In addition, adjacent to
Trenerry Crescent under the Eastern
Freeway, construct a new shared path
that is 4m wide, and has approach path
gradients that are DDA-compliant.

•• The Main Yarra Trail (MYT), an eastwest Strategic Cycling Corridor (SCC),
which runs on the north side of the
Eastern Freeway
•• The Eastern Bicycle Corridor (EBC),
which will be completed as part of
the NEL project, which crosses
the Merri Creek and connects
to Roseneath St and then on to
Wellington St for city-bound cyclists
•• The Merri Creek Trail/MYT
(southbound) which is a key
north-south Strategic Cycling Corridor
•• The Wellington Street, Napier Street
and Canning Street corridors,
which are key north-south routes
to the Melbourne central business
district (CBD)6
However, the connections between
these major cycling corridors are
extremely poor, due to the sub-standard
crossing of the Merri Creek,
as detailed below:

The shared path adjacent to Trenerry
Cr could be either by a propped
cantilever structure or retaining wall
and embankment.

Justification and Benefits
The proposal will provide a Gateway
that enables the direct and safe
connection of two Strategic Cycling
Corridors to the NEL Project’s Cycling
and Walking infrastructure.
It removes current barriers.
It will avoid conflict between walkers
and cyclists on approach paths and
crossing the Merri Creek.
It is consistent with Transport for
Victoria’s proposal for connecting
the Strategic Cycling Link to the
inner city bicycle network.

•• From the Eastern Bicycle Corridor and
the MYT, the existing bridge over Merri
Creek to Roseneath St is substandard
in width (2.3m) and has steep ramps
leading down, forcing cyclists to
dismount to make way for oncoming
cyclists and walkers.

5. E
 astern Freeway
- Recommended Walking &
Cycling Infrastructure Projects

•• On the west side of Merri Creek,
the new EBC will continue along
Roseneath St to Wellington St. It also
intersects with the Merri Creek/MYT
(south) SCC. However, in order to
continue southbound on this latter
SCC, cyclists must dismount to walk
under the Eastern Freeway on a
narrow 1.4m footpath, which also has
very steep grades. These are neither
DDA-compliant nor do they meet
minimum Austroads standards.
The very poor quality and functionality
of both of these approaches completely
undermines the investment of cycling
and walking infrastructure on the NEL
Project and inhibits its integration with
Melbourne’s inner city cycling network.
It is vital that this western ‘Gateway’ to
the NEL cycling and walking infrastructure
be upgraded and made compliant.

6
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Some of these corridors into the CBD are yet to be fully developed.
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5.2 Chandler Highway — Provide a Safe Connection of the
Anniversary Trail across Eastern Freeway to Darebin Creek
Trail, and its connection to the Eastern Bicycle Corridor:
Additional Project

Merri Creek Trail
- MYT SCC

Example of a
wider bridge for
Merri Creek

Connects to
Wellington St
(via Roseneath St)

Existing narrow
bridge over
Merri Creek

Figure 7. NEL Project’s Cycling and Walking Infrastructure
- a Gateway connection of Strategic Cycling Corridors of Roseneath St and the Merri Ck/MYT SCC

Issue

Proposal

There is no safe connection across the
Eastern Freeway for the Anniversary
- Darebin Creek Trail and its connection
to Eastern Bicycle Corridor (EBC).
Walkers and cyclists currently face
crossing ramp intersections with complex
signal phasing that is considered a high
‘traffic stress’ site and significant barrier
to walkers and the 60% ‘interested but
concerned’ cyclist.

A new shared path bridge/underpass
across the Eastern Freeway and its
connection to Eastern Bicycle Corridor.
In addition, investigate the feasibility
of providing a connection between the
Eastern Bike Corridor and Kew Boulevard.

Justification and Benefits
This proposal is consistent with the
Victorian Cycling Strategy to connect
Strategic Cycling Corridors. Removal
of this high traffic stress location will
significantly increase use by the 60%
‘interested but concerned’ cyclist.

Figure 8. Concept for Safe Connection of Anniversary Trail and EBC. Refer Appendix B for further details.

Bus Expressway

Proposed Eastern
Bike Connection

Ramp to
New Bridge

Trenerry Cr
Proposed Path 4m

Figure 7. NEL Project’s Cycling and Walking Infrastructure
- a Gateway connection of Strategic Cycling Corridors of Roseneath St and the Merri Ck/MYT SCC
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5.4. Direct Underpass under Bulleen Rd:
Alternative to NELA Reference Design
Issue

5.3. Koonung Trail (between Burke Rd to Bulleen Rd and Kenneth St)
— realign Shared Path to the north side of the Eastern Freeway: Additional Project
Issue
The existing Koonung Creek Shared Path runs on the SOUTH
side and involves cyclists crossing Bulleen Rd intersection
(which has multiple phasing) then riding a steep climb
(> 8%) to Columba Street (elevation of 35m). Both are
barriers to the ‘Interested but concerned’ cyclists.

Proposal
Construct an alternative Shared Path on the NORTH side
from the Burke Rd underpass. It would then pass under
Freeway Golf Bridge adjacent to bus expressway before
crossing under Bulleen Rd via a new subway.
East of Bulleen Rd the new Shared Path would ramp up
to the east bound ramp of North East Link (widened to
accommodate the shared path), enabling cyclists to cross
over Thompsons Rd then descend to the Shared Path of

The NELA Reference Design provides an indirect southern underpass of Bulleen Rd. The
eastern end of the realigned Koonung Path returns to cross under the westbound road
exit ramp opposite Highview Rd. The path then turns sharply to the east and traverses
a narrow walkway. This walkway will create significant issues of personal amenity and
create a high perception of risk to personal safety. The path then meets the current trail
at a very sharp angle — with negligible sight distance to others using the current trail.

Koonung Trail (north side). The proposed Shared Path Bridge
over the Eastern Freeway at Kenneth St allows cyclists
to cross to the south side.

NELA’s realignment of the shared path under Bulleen Rd also does not facilitate direct
access to their Reference Design of a Shared Path Bridge on the eastern side of
Bulleen Rd.

See Appendix C for further details.

Proposal

Justification and Benefits
The re-aligned path provides a relatively flat path, without
the excessive grades of the route south of the freeway. N.B.
The elevation of the path under the Freeway Golf Club bridge
would be about 19 metres.
The subway also means that cyclists avoid a complex
intersection crossing of Bulleen Rd. Both would appeal
to the 60% ‘interested but concerned’ cyclists and remove
a significant barrier for them, and will increase cycling
numbers. It provides a direct connection to the proposed
Bulleen Park and Ride.

The direct underpass proposal recognises that the volume of Eastern Freeway traffic
turning to go north along Bulleen Rd will reduce, following construction of North East Link.
Accordingly the exit ramp intersection layout can be modified to enable ramps
to a subway with ‘direct lines of sight’.
Different options are suggested — refer Appendix D.
The proposal will also enable a direct subway under ramps to the proposed CTDG
Shared Path bridge on the western side of Bulleen Rd (Refer 6.1).

Justification and Benefits
Safer and direct crossing under Bulleen Rd, whilst retaining local access
to shops and primary school.

N
Proposed shared path
ramps to Western Bridge

Overpass of
Thompsons Rd
via widened Nth
to East NEL ramp

New Shared Path bridge over
Eastern Freeway
Committed

Koonung Ck Trail - Nth side
elevation 19m approx.

p
ot
Fo

at

h

Proposed direct Underpass and approach
ramps, connecting to Koonung Trail
Koonung Ck Trail Sth side elevation 35m

Figure 10: Overview of Direct Underpass of Bulleen Road for the Koonung Trail
(south side)
Figure 9. Overview of proposed Re-aligned Koonung Path on North Side of Freeway
(for clarity other proposals at the Eastern Fwy/North East Link interchange are not displayed.
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5.5. New Shared Path Bridge at Tram Road to enable
a direct connection to Doncaster Hill and Box Hill
Metropolitan Activity Centre: Additional Project

5.6. Upgrade Koonung Creek Trail (SOUTH side) from
Middleborough Rd to Mullum Mullum Tunnel Portal:
Additional Project

Issue

Issue

At present, few cyclists – only some
of the 1%’ers (‘strong and fearless’
cyclists) – would be confident to ride
on Tram Rd between the two centres.

There is no direct connection from
the Koonung Trail to Doncaster Hill
and the Box Hill Metropolitan Activity
Centre (BHMAC), which are the largest
growth areas in the eastern suburbs,
with population growth rates of 135%
and 87% respectively.7

In summary, cycling is suppressed
between these major centres because
of the lack of appropriate cycling
infrastructure.

Traffic modeling for the NEL indicates
that a significant number of trips
are destined for these two centres.
The City of Whitehorse’s Whitehorse
Integrated Transport Strategy 2011 and
the Box Hill Transit City Activity Centre
Structure Plan 2007 recognise the
need for a more sustainable transport
system focused on public transport,
walking, and cycling, with less reliance
on private transport.

Proposal
Construct a new 4m wide Shared Path
bridge over the Eastern Freeway on
the west side of Tram Rd.
This proposal will enable the
development of a Strategic Cycling
route between the respective activity
centres. The proposal would also
connect the two Koonung Creek
Trail paths on the north and south
sides of the Eastern Freeway. The
City of Whitehorse has commenced
preliminary planning for a north-south
route from Koonung Trail to BHMAC.

A Strategic Cycling Corridor has
been designated between Doncaster
and BHMAC, and further south
to the Gardiners Creek Trail.
Yet footpaths on Tram Road bridge
across the Eastern Freeway are
much too narrow (less than 2.2m)
which precludes the establishment
of a Strategic Cycling Corridor.
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This sort of crossing is significantly challenging in terms of stress and delays for
cyclists and walkers to cross. It is a high traffic stress situation.

N

B

C
D
A

The north-south corridor substantially
lacks road capacity, which will be
further exacerbated by the traffic
demands following construction of the
North East Link. The increased traffic
demand from NEL also impacts on
public transport (buses), particularly
on their reliability and scheduling.

Figure 12. Springvale Road Crossing: A High Traffic Stress Intersection

This north-south corridor has been
designated as a Strategic Cycling
Corridor route, in recognition of the
need to increase active transport
between Doncaster and BHMAC.
Currently there is no cycling route
between these major activity centres,
which will prevent any significant
increase in active transport.

New Shared
footbridge over
Eastern Freeway

It is a fundamental principal of
the Victorian Cycling Strategy to
implement these connections to major
employment and activity centres,
particularly in this instance where the
centres will be experiencing a very
high growth rate, compared to other
Melbourne areas. Implementing the
SCC between Doncaster and Box
Hill Metropolitan Activity Centre will
increase numbers cycling.

Box Hill Metro
Activity Centre

Figure 11. New Shared Path Bridge over Eastern Freeway connecting Koonung
Trails (north and south) and enabling Low Traffic Stress routes to Doncaster Hill
and Box Hill MAC

In addition, the central storage median is too narrow to be able to accommodate
more than one person in a wheelchair, person with a walking frame, or a cyclist.

Justification and Benefits

Doncaster Hill

Box Hill Medical
Precinct

The existing Path and links is around 60% gravel, which is often eroded. The path
crosses three busy arterial roads with Eastern Freeway ramp intersections that provide
a poor level of service with multiple phasing and are difficult to use. Springvale Road,
for example, requires three phase inputs to cross (refer A, B & C below), and then a
‘zebra’ crossing of a freeway slip lane (see Figure 12 below).

7

It is recognised that population growth in

an area is only one driver of future potential
cycle/walking trips — the other fundamental
is employment growth.
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5.7. Upgrade Koonung Creek Trail (NORTH side)
— between Bulleen Rd to Park Rd, to reduce grades:
Additional Project

5.6. Upgrade Koonung Creek Trail (SOUTH side) from
Middleborough Rd to Mullum Mullum Tunnel Portal:
Additional Project Continued
Consequently the path is significantly under-used by both walkers and cyclists,
as a continuous path.

Proposal
Upgrade gravel sections to a reinforced concrete path (and achieve low maintenance
outcome) and construct underpass crossings at Middleborough Rd, Blackburn Rd,
and Springvale Rd.

Justification and Benefits
This route is the key strategic route that would serve a catchment of 15,000 people
between Box Hill Metropolitan and Ringwood Metropolitan Activity Centres, as well as
the Doncaster Hill Precinct. The proposal would significantly enhance cycling by removal
of key impediments to travel and the delays and perception of safety risk of three
challenging arterial road crossings, for both walkers and cyclists.

Issue

Proposal

Between Bulleen Rd and Middleborough
Rd, the Koonung Trail (NORTH side) has
significant sections of the path (and
links to local networks) that have steep
grades, are gravel and often eroded.
This section of the path crosses
three busy arterial roads with ramp
intersections that provide a poor level
of service with multiple phasing, and
difficult to use. As a consequence this
section of path is under-utilised as a
continuous route.

Upgrade gravel sections (and adjacent
links) to a reinforced concrete path
and construct underpass crossings at
Doncaster Rd, Elgar Rd, and Tram Rd.

East of Middleborough Rd to Park Rd,
there are sections of the Koonung Creek
Trail (NORTH side) with grades around
16% (for example, west of Blackburn
Rd and Springvale Rd). Grades of this
magnitude will be beyond the capacity of
many people to walk or ride (particularly
the elderly and young children).

East of Middleborough Rd, re-grade
the adverse sections to achieve a DDAcompliant grade.

Justification and Benefits
Proposed work on this strategic route will
serve a significant catchment between
Bulleen and Ringwood Metropolitan
Activity Centre, as well as the Doncaster
Hill Precinct. The proposals would
significantly enhance cycling by removal
of delays and perception of safety risk at
three challenging arterial road crossings,
and the removal of adverse grades,
to benefit both walkers and cyclists.

Construct underpasses at Middleborough, Blackburn Rd and Springvale Rd on South Side

Koonung Trail (south) can be extended
east of park Rd in Freeway reserve to
connect to existing Koonung Trail

19 | Walking and Cycling Report
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6. N
 orth East Link Corridor Recommended Walking and
Cycling Infrastructure Projects
6.1. NEL/Eastern Freeway Interchange: Construct new Shared
Path Bridge over Eastern Freeway on WEST side of Bulleen
Rd: Alternative Project
Issue

Proposal

The NELA Reference Design proposes to
construct a Shared Path Bridge on the
eastern side of Bulleen Rd. The complex
at-grade intersections are retained. They
provide a poor level of service for walkers
and cyclists, with multiple signal crossing
and small splitter islands.

A Shared Path Bridge (incorporating
a shallow structural depth) to be
constructed on the west side of Bulleen
Road bridge. This will enable construction
of underpasses of the two city-orientated
Bulleen Rd ramps. Note: the grade from
the CTDG proposed Shared Path bridge
to the underpasses of the city-orientated
ramps is 5%.

These intersections involve significant
delays and are perceived to be
dangerous to walkers and the 60%
‘interested but concerned’ cyclist.
In effect, the NELA Reference Design
shared bridge only achieves a wider
footpath — and it does not address
the concerns of users.
NELA’s Reference Design bridge will be
a significant barrier and will limit the
number of cyclists traveling along
the NEL Corridors and connecting
to the Koonung Trail south of the
Eastern Freeway.

It will also enable direct connection to the
proposed Bulleen Rd underpass (Section
5.4) on the south side of Eastern Fwy.
Refer to Appendix E.

Justification and Benefits
This proposal achieves significant benefits
for walkers and cyclists, by removing
traffic signals and eliminating delays,
which will increase overall safety for users.
It will be very easy for the ‘interested but
concerned’ cyclist to cross the Eastern
Freeway and connect to and from the
Koonung Trail on the south side of
Eastern Freeway.

6.2. NEL/Eastern Freeway Interchange: Construct various
ramp connections between the northern re-aligned
Koonung Trail (and the proposed Shared Path Bridge
on the west side of Bulleen Road):
Alternative to Reference Design
Issue
The NELA Reference Design provides for
the Shared path bridge on the eastern
side of Bulleen Rd.
It is understood that connections
across the ‘Park and Ride’ entrance,
the Manningham Hotel entrance, and
crossing Thompsons Road will have
traffic signals. The Thompsons Road
intersection (currently very challenging
for walkers and cyclists crossing to the
Koonung Shared Path on the north side of
Eastern Fwy) will be complex with splitter
islands and traffic lights.

Proposal
This proposal is, in effect, an ‘interchange’
that provides stress free and safe
connections between various other
routes for walkers and cyclists. It avoids
complex traffic signals to cross ramps
and roads, and removes four stress
points by:
•• Connecting to the west side Shared
Path bridge and thus routes on the
south side of the Eastern Freeway
(refer 6.1).

•• Connecting directly to the proposed
re-aligned Koonung Trail — north side
(refer 5.3).
•• Providing an overpass of the ‘Park
and Ride’ entrance, the Manningham
Hotel entrance, and Thompsons Rd,
by accessing a widened ramp from
the North East Link for the north to
east traffic movement to the Eastern
Freeway.
•• Providing direct access to the CTDGproposed WEST side Bulleen Rd
Shared Path, a re-developed golf links
and adjacent areas (of which it is
understood that there are different
re-development proposals by
Boroondara and Manningham),
sports fields as well as to local
walking routes.

Justification and Benefits
The removal of all traffic signal crossings
and direct access to major destination
areas will remove barriers to use and
greatly increase safe walking and cycling
in this area.

NELA East side Bridge
Cyclists need to cross complex intersections
Shared Path from
Koonung Trail
connecting to NEL
Shared Path (west
side of Bulleen Road)

Flyover ramp (widened)
provides overpass of
Thompson Rd for cyclists

Local Bike connections
to Thompsons Rd

B

Note: Ramp
grades from
Shared Path bridge
to underpasses

A

Figure 14: Concept showing Shared Path Bridge over Eastern Fwy on WEST side of
Bulleen Rd, with ramp under-passes (shown yellow)
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Figure 15: Concept of Bicycle Shared Paths and Ramps at the
Eastern Freeway/NEL Interchange
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6.3. Bulleen Rd - Shared Path on West Side:
Alternative to Reference Design

6.4. A Direct Route through Banksia Park from Bulleen Rd
— Manningham Rd to Rivergum Terrace: Alternative Project

Issue

Proposal

Issue

Proposal

Justification and Benefits

NELA’s Reference Design proposes that
the Shared Path is located on the east
side of Bulleen Road, north to Golden
Way traffic signals.

Construct a 3m Shared Path on the western
side of Bulleen Rd. This will involve narrowing
the existing Bulleen Rd median for about 700
metres from approximately Koonung Creek to
south of the Ilma Court subdivision.

NELA’s Reference Design proposes
a direct east-west bridge across the
Yarra River at Yarra Street. Construction
of this bridge would involve removal
of a number of mature gums.

A direct route from the Manningham
Rd interchange into Banksia Park, using
local paths within Banksia Park to the
northern end, and crossing the Yarra
River on a new Shared Path bridge.

This alternative proposal for a direct
path reduces the travel distance
by around 800 metres. Additional
benefits include:

The intersection modifications must be
designed to avoid the loss of separate bike
lanes along Bulleen Rd (on the Principal
Bicycle Network).

It would then connect to the Main Yarra
Trail that meanders along the Yarra
River northwards to Rivergum Walk.
The existing MYT path is substandard
in width — less than 2.5m.

The new bridge can be constructed
with the removal of fewer and smaller
trees than the NELA-proposed bridge.
The path would then continue to
Rivergum Walk. It includes a direct
subway underpass of Manningham Rd.

The CTDG believes the Reference Design’s
proposed Shared Path on the east side of
Bulleen Rd has major deficiencies:
•• It crosses the Eastern Freeway on a
separate bridge via hazardous complex
multi-stage signalised ramp intersections
to the Koonung Trail (south side). This is in
itself a major high traffic stress barrier to
potential cyclists.
•• It includes at-grade signalised crossings
to Trinity College Sports fields, Marcellin
College, and Manningham Hotel.
•• At its northern end, it requires users
to cross Bulleen Road at the complex
intersection of North East Link/Bulleen
Road and Avon Street or at Golden Way.
Either crossing location would incur delays
to cyclists as priority is given to vehicle
movements clearing the interchange.
At present Bulleen Road has bike lanes
on both sides of the road, continuously
past the above three intersections.
The upgrade of the above intersections will
likely involve the deletion of the bike lanes
and/or narrowing of NELA’s off-road shared
path (to a minimum or substandard width
without resorting to land acquisition from
adjacent properties on the east side).
In addition, Bulleen Road forms part of the
Principle Bicycle Network. The bicycle lanes
on Bulleen Rd provide for a different category
of rider and or destination and their loss is
NOT acceptable.

This proposal will not impact on traffic
functionality nor the Bolin Bolin Billabong
reservation area.
Refer to Appendix E.

Justification and Benefits
This proposal will be significantly beneficial
on many levels.
It provides direct access to the key land
use areas:

The route is indirect — it involves a
detour of 800m for cyclists and
walkers. This is NOT consistent with
the strategic nature of this route. It is
creating ‘the detour that you didn’t
need to have’. The context is that
research shows that cyclists will
accept a detour up to 25%. In this case
the detour of 800m is approximately
41% further than the Direct Route.

•• Freeway Golf Links
•• Adjacent future recreational development

The more direct route is achieved
by the following:
•• An underpass below Manningham
Road, Bulleen, linking the new
shared path on the west side
of Bulleen Road to paths within
Banksia Park.
•• A new north-south orientated
active transport bridge across
Yarra River between Banksia Park
and Warringal Parklands.

•• Improved accessibility from
communities with a catchment
of 10,000 people (that form part
of Heidelberg/Rosanna) for walking
and cycling into Banksia Park and
to the Heide Gallery. Currently this
would only be accessible by a
round-about car journey.
•• Walking trails are enhanced and
extended by the proposed new
Shared Path bridge at the northern
end of Banksia Park.
•• The additional active transport
access of this proposal would
be complementary to any paths
implemented as part of the
proposed re-development
of the Yarra Valley Club.

•• A connecting path to and from the
above new bridge in Banksia Park to
the Main Yarra Trail and northwards
to Rivergum Walk and beyond.

•• Public and Carey Sports fields
•• Walking trails on the west side
of Bulleen Rd
•• Veneto Club
•• Direct and simplified access via traffic
signals to school facilities on the east
side of Bulleen Rd (only one set of traffic
signals compared to up to three if the
route is on the east side)
This proposal achieves a higher level
of accessibility and a Low Traffic Stress
route for the NEL corridor as a whole (refer
Victorian Cycling Strategy) and to abutting
land uses.

The 'Direct Shared Path'
thru Banksia Park

Proposed Yarra Country Club
Development: parkland
and 217 townhouses

Proposed offroad path (Mann.)

Trinity sports fields
predominantly serviced
by privates bus
Marcellin
College

Figure 16: Concept of Shared Path on WEST side of Bulleen Rd (see Appendix E for further details)
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Figure 17: Concept of Direct route through Banksia Park to Rivergum Terrace.
Refer to Appendix F for further information.
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6.6 Drysdale St
— Provide underpass of Drysdale St intersection
Issue
NELA’s Reference Design has a complex signalised intersection with splitter islands.
Their proposed Shared Path involves crossing free flowing left-turn lanes. This would be
a high Traffic Stress location for the ‘interested but concerned’; hence a barrier to many.

Proposal
This proposal is to grade-separate the intersection for the NEL Shared Path and also
to provide local path access to the local footpath along Greensborough Highway.
It can be achieved without imposing onto waterway/retarding basin requirements.

Justification and Benefits
Grade separation will provide a Low Traffic Stress alternative and appeal to the
interested but concerned cyclist as well as eliminating delays.

6.5. Address steep grades on Rivergum Walk: Alternative

Figure 19. Concepts of Shared Paths under Bridges

Issue

Proposal

Justification and Benefits

Rivergum Walk has grades in excess
of 8% between Buckingham Drive
and Banyule Road.

This proposal involves re-grading the
vertical alignment of the Shared Path
along Rivergum Walk near its highest
elevation, as a cut (with flat adjacent
batters landscaped back into the
surrounding terrain).

This proposal can reduce the overall
grade of the path, making it easier for
walkers and inexperienced cyclists.

The left image is of the San Sebastian Promenade (Spain). It shows a wide walkway
at a lower level that in places has changing areas and a cafe/bar. At the upper level
it functions as a pedestrian boulevard and roadway (in part).
The Drysdale intersection as proposed, incorporates a widened Greensborough Highway
with medians, free flowing slip lanes, and splitter islands. The shared footpath should be
constructed underneath the widened road, which would ensure that there
is no loss of space to develop the retarding basin for Banyule Creek.
The right image is from the Capital City Trail beside the Moonee Ponds Creek. It shows
a shared path that is protected from most flood events. Beside the path is a flourishing
wetlands of the retarding basin.

Shared Path under Drysdale Street

Investigate regrading path and landscape
modification to reduce grades

Figure 20. Concept of Shared Path continuing under Drysdale Rd Intersection
(the upper photos show examples of how this can be achieved — the left photo
displaying a ‘boulevard’ proposal)

Figure 18: Concept identifying possible location for modifying shared path grades
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6.7. Grade Separation of Blamey Road and Yallambie Road
Issue

Proposal

NELA’s Reference Design proposes that
the shared path cross both intersections
at grade. Yallambie Rd currently has
traffic signals. Blamey Rd is considered
likely to be signalised at some time
in the future, in view of potential future
re-development of the Defence land.

This proposal is to provide a continuous
grade separation from south of Blamey
Rd to north of Yallambie Rd. The grade
of this underpass can be designed
to remain under 5% as it goes under
Yallambie Road before ‘popping out’
to natural surface north of Yallambie Rd
(where the terrain flattens).

This section of Greensborough Highway
has steep grades that flatten north of
Yallambie Rd.

Justification and Benefits
This proposal will reduce grades on
the Shared Path, avoid crossing arterial
roads, increase safety, and will eliminate
delays for walkers and cyclists.

6.8. Grade Separation of Elder Street
Ramp down to Shared Path under Blamey Rd

Shared Path remains on 'shoulder trench'
beside NEL trench (refer next page)

Ramp 'pops' up to surface
north of Yallambie Rd

Issue

Proposal

Justification

The intersection at this location
requires all traffic to turn from the
south into Elder Street. North of the
intersection, traffic is only one way
southbound.

Investigate providing an underpass
to the west side of the northbound
road, and avoid the through walker
and cyclist movement having to cross
at the relatively dangerous proposed
traffic signals at Elder St. Options for
the underpass would be to the north
of Watsonia Rd or just to the south
of Elder Rd.

Avoids delays and a difficult
intersection for walkers and cyclists
to cross. Hence will improve
accessibility and safety for users.

Walkers and cyclists share the east
side footpath and cross the eastern
side of the intersection traffic signals,
with the risk of traffic from the south
turning through the pedestrian/cyclists
on the crossing.

Shared Path Ramp goes under Blamey Rd overpass, remains
lower than surface level as a shelf trench and continues
under Yallambie Rd before returning to natural surface

Option 1: Underpass

Option 2: Underpass

Figure 21: Concept of a ‘continuous’ underpass Shared Path under both Blamey and
Yallambie Rds. The underpass could be located as ‘propped’ under surface footpaths
or roadways if necessary.

Figure 22. Concept for Grade Separation of Elder Street
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7. Other Projects

7.2. Extend the existing bicycle lanes in Bulleen Rd
to Manningham Rd intersection and ensure
existing bicycle lanes are not deleted at
proposed intersection reconstructions

The CTDG supports the following projects, which it considers will provide an enhanced network of shared paths
to complement the Eastern Corridor and NEL Corridor Projects.

7.1. Burke Road to Banksia St — Construct a new alignment of the Main Yarra Trail
to provide a separate cyclist route, and construct an underpass under Banksia St
(east of Dora Street)
Issue

Proposal

This section of the existing Main Yarra Trail is popular with
recreational and commuter cyclists. It is also has historical
linkages to Heidelberg School artists and is highly valued
as such in local communities. However the path has a
gravel surface, which limits its accessibility for walkers with
disabilities and some bikes.

It is proposed to construct a sealed path on the western
boundary of the Yarra Flats area, as proposed in the Northern
Regional Trails Strategy. A key part of CTDG’s proposal is to
provide a subway under Banksia Street (east of Dora Street).

The path under the Banksia Street bridge has a very steep
and non-compliant ramp on the northern side, which does
not meet recommended standards for cyclists or DDA
requirements. In addition ‘The Greenery’ entrance has
a free-flowing slip lane and presents a high traffic stress
point on this section of the route.

The CTDG recognises the competing and largely
incompatible needs and uses for paths in the Yarra Flats
area. The separate paths will enhance the value for both
walkers and cyclists using the respective paths. The new
path avoids the barrier of very steep grades under Banksia
St bridge and high traffic stress entrance at The Greenery.
Providing a new and direct underpass of Banksia St will also
reduce distances of this shared path by approximately 700m.

Justification and Benefits

Underpass of
Banksia St
Existing MYT
underpassing
Banksia St
bridge

Entrance to
'The Greenery'

Proposed
re-alignment

Figure 23. Concept of re-aligned MYT and entrance to ‘The Greenery’

Issue

Justification and Benefits

The existing bicycle lanes in Bulleen Rd
terminate around 500 metres south of
the Manningham Rd intersection. This has
created a dangerous environment for
cyclists with high turning traffic volumes
to negotiate. The northern side of the
intersection (Templestowe Rd) should
also provide bike lanes.

Bulleen Road is part of the Principal
Bicycle Network and warrants
improvements to its functional operation.
The level of service must be increased.
It is important that planners recognise
that not all cyclists will find that the
proposed off-road routes suit their trip
needs (e.g. some cyclists will have
destinations along Templestowe Rd or
beyond that are not served by the offroad path from Eastern Freeway to M80).

NELA’s Reference Design proposes
intersection reconstructions at
different locations on Bulleen Rd,
e.g. the entrances to Trinity Sports
Fields, Marcellin College, Manningham
Hotel, and the Veneto Club. These
are likely to involve the loss of sections
of bike lanes in Bulleen Rd.

Intersections are the most dangerous
location for crashes on roads for both
cars and bikes. Extending the bicycle
lanes will significantly improve safety
for cyclists, and improve lane delineation
for all vehicle users.

Proposal
Provide bicycle lanes in Bulleen Road from
Eastern Freeway through to Manningham
Rd, and similarly, north of the intersection
provide bicycle lanes in Templestowe
Road to Manningham Rd.
The context is that the NEL interchange
requires significant property acquisition
(shown in green in Figure 24) to enable
the interchange construction and
associated roadwork reconstruction
in both Bulleen Road and Manningham
Road. That reconstruction must now
include the extension of bicycle lanes
in Bulleen Road, particularly given
its importance in the Principal
Bicycle Network.
Likewise the new intersections (as noted
above) can, and must be designed
to maintain bicycle lanes through each
of these new intersections.

Figure 24: The extension of bike lanes will improve safety
for cyclists using Bulleen Rd
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7.3. Extend Bus Lanes (includes Bicycle Lane) in Manningham
Rd from Bulleen Rd to Lower Heidelberg Rd
Issues
Manningham Rd is the route for one
of the highest patronage Smart Bus
services in Melbourne. It also forms part
of the Principal Bicycle Network. Currently
the bus lane for this important bus
service terminates on the eastern
side of Bulleen Road.
Bus Services currently west of
Manningham Rd are constrained
by the congestion between Bulleen
Road and Lower Heidelberg Road,
and limited road space.

Proposal
With the construction of NEL, there will be
less traffic volumes on the above section
of Manningham Road. The construction
of the NEL/Manningham Rd interchange
involves major land acquisition and the
opportunity to reconstruct Manningham
Rd to benefit buses and cyclists.
However there will also be an additional
intersection of Manningham Rd with the

NEL ramps, which will further delay bus
services, unless they have priority though
an exclusive bus lane to reach stop lines
unencumbered by other vehicles.
At Lower Heidelberg Rd, it is proposed
that buses be provided with a separate
bus phase (similar to Hoddle St/Victoria
Pde) to avoid delays.

Justification and Benefits
The benefit of exclusive bus lanes is that
bus headways remain consistent and
bus services schedules are not unduly
impacted. The potential cyclist use along
this route is largely suppressed at present
because of traffic congestion. Extending
the bus lane (shared with cyclists) will
provide the opportunity for an eastwest movement along Manningham Rd
(albeit for the more experienced cyclist).
It provides an extension of a Principal
Bicycle Network to/from Heidelberg
through to Doncaster Shoppingtown
and beyond.

7.4. Connect Western Ring Rd Shared Path to Plenty River path
Issues
Both the Western Ring Road Shared Path and Plenty River Trail form part of Strategic
Bicycle Network, however they are disconnected. There is about 10 metres difference
in heights between the two paths.

Proposal
Construct switch back ramps (DDA-compliant) from the Plenty River Trail up to the
Western Ring Road trail at the eastern end of the Greensborough Bypass bridge.

Justification and Benefits
Improving accessibility by providing a connection between two Strategic links
that all cyclists and walkers will be able to use.

Existing Plenty
River Trail
(walking track)

Existing
informal track

Existing
Greensborough
Bypass Path

Figure 25: The extension of Bus Lanes from Manningham Rd to Lower Heidelberg Rd.
Greensborough Bypass

Plenty
River

Proposed path
connection

Existing Plenty
River Trail
(shared path)

Figure 26. Concept for WRR-Plenty Trail Path Connection
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7.5. Construct a new bridge across the
Yarra River south of the Veneto Club
to connect Ivanhoe areas into Bulleen
Park, Carey Sportgrounds, and Bulleen
Issues
The Yarra River forms a barrier for accessibility between
the residential areas of Ivanhoe and Bulleen as well as
to the Recreational areas: Freeway Golf Links, existing
Sports fields and any future recreational development
in these areas.

Proposal
Construct a new Shared Path bridge across Yarra River
north-west of Macarthur Rd/The Boulevard corner to
connect to internal paths within Bulleen Park.

Justification and Benefits
This proposal will greatly enhance community
connectivity between Bulleen and Ivanhoe. It will
encourage further walking opportunities by providing
links to existing paths on both sides of the Yarra River.

7.6. Improve sight lines on
Koonung Trail (south side)
near Orion St, and provide
reverse priority at the
Freeway Golf
Links Access Road
Issues
Restricted sight lines on existing path
at Orion St. At the Freeway Golf Club
entrance road, the Koonung Creek Trail
crosses the access road with priority
to vehicles.

Proposal
Improve sight lines on path near Orion
St and construct at Freeway Golf Club
entrance a flat top road hump (with
Pedestrian markings) and reversal of
priority to path users.

Justification and Benefits
At Orion St the proposal will improve
safety for pedestrians and cyclists using
the path. At Freeway Golf Club entrance,
the proposal reinforces the higher
strategic value of the Shared Path relative
to the local access road, which has low
traffic volumes and is not a through road.

Connecting Communities:
Possible location for
shared path bridge

Figure 27. Concept for Shared Path Bridge

7.7. Improve Parking
Infrastructure at Doncaster
Road and Bulleen Road Park
and Ride
Issues
The need to provide appropriate levels
of secure parking (including Parkiteers)
and provide charging outlets for e-bikes.

Proposal

7.8. Flooding events on Main
Yarra Trail near Willsmere
Park
Issues
The MYT Shared Path near Willsmere
Park has a ‘sag’ curve that can flood
in rain events. Because of the adjacent
steep terrain it is difficult to get past this
flooded section of path. Some riders
and walkers may be able to scramble to
reach a narrow dirt track as an escape
route. Others would need to return to
Chandler Hwy or the Kilby Rd underpass
to avoid the flooding and take an
alternative route.

Proposal
Investigate the reasons for flooding
events of the Shared path near the
billabong at Willsmere Park.
The reasons may be either:
a) a lack of regular maintenance of the
stormwater pit adjacent to the path, or,
b) back flow from excessive
Yarra River heights.
Implement path treatments to reduce
the impact of future flooding events on
walkers and cyclists. Possible treatments
should consider raising the height of
the path or providing a high-level ‘walkaround’ path as an escape route.

Justification and Benefits
Cyclist and walker numbers will increase
with implementation of NEL Bicycle
Infrastructure works. Providing a minimum
of a walk-past would make a significant
improvement to those with concerns of
personal safety at times when high levels
of water might be encountered.

Provide secure parking (including
Parkiteers) and provide charging outlets
for e-bikes.

Justification and Benefits
The proposal would greatly enhance
a modal shift from private transport
to Active Transport modes of cycling
and public transport consistent with
Government objectives.
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8. Area Wide Project Improvements
Other improvements to the proposed walking and cycling infrastructure across the whole
project that tenderers should consider are as follows:
Path alignment and grades
•• Underpasses or overpasses with gentle inclines,
in preference to traffic signals alone, reduce social
severance associated with large road projects.
Underpasses are preferred as the length of underpass
ramp will generally be half that of an overpass.
•• Clearly defined user segregation at points of potential user
conflict such as paths constructed within a limited space,
bridges or underpasses to improve user
perception of safety.

Path surface
•• Sand coloured paths where paths run through
parkland as these are less road-like and have less
associated road behaviours.
•• Stable surfaces alongside shared paths, to prevent debris
washing onto the paths and the formation of “drop offs”.

Intersections
•• Grade-separate all complex intersections for safety
and access of all users.
•• Provide raised pavement and reverse priority with speed
cushions for traffic calming at other crossings so that
walkers and cyclists have priority.
•• Intersections must be minimised to ensure the
infrastructure is suitable for a wide range of vulnerable
users such as children and older adults — children and
older adults are part of the 60% cohort that are expected
to use the infrastructure.
•• Consider induction loop sensors such as those used on
Footscray Rd to register a phase call at the traffic lights.
•• Splayed intersections, which are good for bikes, prams,
wheelchairs, and pedestrians, reduce ‘desire line’
drop offs that result from ‘butted’ intersections.
•• Ensure that ‘Bike - boxes’ (storage areas for bikes
ahead of cars) are installed at stop lines
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•• Maintain and continue existing bike lanes through
to intersection stop lines where new intersections
are proposed.

Clearances
•• Clearances to hazards adjacent to paths to be
no less than Austroads standards.

Signage and Wayfinding
•• Wayfinding — Include both community level e.g. schools,
shops, stations, sporting facilities, parks etc. and
broad level, eg road names on all bridges that
cross shared paths.
•• Must complement and build on existing signage
schemes and be consistent across the project.
•• Pavement signage using paint or Earthwrap that is within
the field of vision of riders and walkers. Avoid ‘pole forests’
along the path, which are outside the peripheral field of
vision of riders, create potential impact hazard, attract
vandals and detract from visual amenity.
•• Street names at road crossings and link paths,
such as those used on the Djerring Trail.
•• Place stencils and Earthwrap near centre line
to minimise wear and slipping potential.
•• Designers should review examples of what is ‘world’s
best practice for way finding: suggestions to consider are
Strasbourg’s Cycle Superhighways https://copenhagenize.
eu/news-archive/2019/2/7/visual-identity-wayfindingcycle-superhighways-velostras-strasbourg and London’s
Cycle Superhighways https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/cycling/
routes-and-maps/cycle-superhighways

Lighting
•• All paths must have lighting implemented at regular
intervals for safe path use in low light conditions
(e.g. winter commuting) including well-lit intersections,
tunnels and overpasses to enhance users’ sense of
personal security.

•• Incorporate environmentally sympathetic lighting
and smart autonomous adaptive lighting
•• Efficient handrail/railing LED lighting avoids light
spill in environmentally sensitive areas.

•• Plant to shade paths reducing the heat island effect and
increase comfort to walkers and bike riders, reducing the
ambient temperature by several degrees on hot days.

General amenities

•• Make future provision for conduit/plumbing
at construction.

•• Shaded seating at regular intervals.

Bike riding amenities

•• Bins (general and recycling) to encourage dog owners to
clean up and to enable path users to dispose of rubbish.

•• Bike repair stations at regular intervals, including work
stands at strategic locations, including Elgar Park
(Mont Albert North).
•• Bike counters with count displays (counting pedestrians
as well as cyclists).
•• Secure bike parking rails at destination points such
as bus stops, stations, sporting facilities and shops.
•• Separate commuter cyclists and pedestrians where
possible, particularly in areas frequented by vulnerable
older pedestrians, children and dog walkers.

Link to suburban quiet routes
•• Provide for safe off-road paths (easy rides, shimmies,
boulevards etc.) along or in streets adjacent to major
roads linking with the NEL or Eastern Freeway.

Buses / trains
•• Secure bike parking and Parkiteer cages at stations
and interchanges, with charging facilities for e-bikes
and scooters.
•• Bike rails at bus stops to encourage multi-modal travel.

Landscaping
•• Plant setbacks according to the mature plant size
and character to reduce maintenance, issues, path
encroachment and line of sight hazards to path users.
•• Plant to provide a high level of amenity and shade and
to consist of a high proportion of advanced indigenous
plants to retain and enhance habitat corridors.

•• Eliminate mid and end path barriers. Minimise hazards
such as bollards and grab rails and use context-sensitive
designs for users with disabilities, e.g. the blind or those
using non-conventional modes including tandems, mobility
scooter, tag-alongs, trikes, recumbents and prams.
•• Road infrastructure must not be allowed to create
in-path hazards. Traffic signs must not be placed
within the path and must be no closer than Austroads
minimum standards.
•• Graffiti is an antisocial territorial marking and reduces the
sense of safety and visual amenity of a space. Anti-graffiti
treatment/surfaces and strategies must be implemented
through out the project, particularly on bridges,
underpasses, wayfinding and signage.
•• Encourage/cater for fitness, cyclists including recreational
riders and walkers of all ages along paths by providing
toilets, taps and fountains for refilling water bottles
(including dog water bowls), playgrounds and fitness
stations with gym equipment.

Dogs
•• Dog on-lead status with path stencils used on all shared
paths within the NEL project to provide project-wide
consistency for the safety and enjoyment of all path users
— implement fenced ‘bark parks’ where the shared path
runs through off-lead areas.
•• ‘Bark Parks’ allow dogs off-lead activity and
socialisation space as a safe alternative to
walking off lead on shared paths.
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9. Conclusion
A fundamental aspect of achieving increased cycling is to have bike infrastructure
that has consistent Low Traffic Stress along its route, and accordingly will appeal to
the 60% ’interested but concerned’ cyclist. The features of these routes – the avoidance
of complex intersection crossings, flatter grades etc — will also benefit walkers.
There are some areas in the Project where NELA has proposed additional walking paths
(notably north of Lower Plenty Road).
The CTDG has proposed a new shared path bridge at the northern end of Banksia Park
which will provide ready access for local residents into Banksia Park and enhance the
path network to attract further walkers.
In Bulleen Park and the sports fields area, the proposed new bridge over the Yarra River
will further expand the usability of the path network and also facilitate direct walking
between Bulleen and Ivanhoe.

Appendices

The CTDG has recognised that the Reference Design incorporates High Traffic
Stress elements in its proposals for bike infrastructure in the Eastern Corridor
and the NEL Corridors.
Accordingly the CTDG has proposed 14 improvements on these Corridors; some
are Alternatives to treatments in the Reference Design while others are Additional
treatments. These have been listed in Sections 5 and 6 of this report.
Adopting these treatments will result in continuous Low Traffic Stress routes on both
the Eastern Freeway Corridor and North East Link Corridor, which will appeal to walkers
and all categories of cyclists. This is consistent with the key underlying principle of
Victorian Cycling Strategy. In addition these treatments minimise detours, travel times,
and excessive gradients along the respective corridors.
It is anticipated that the improvements will result in travel time improvements as
indicated in the table below.
Distance
using existing
Shared Paths

Travel
time

Distance on
proposed
direct route

Travel
time

Time
Savings

WRR (Grimshaw
St) to Collingwood
(Hoddle St)

18.3 km

73 min

17.8 km

53 min

20 min

WRR (Grimshaw St)
to Ringwood

27.4 km

105 min

23.9 km

72 min

33 min

The CTDG has also identified eight ‘Other Infrastructure’ works that complement the
NEL Project cycling and walking infrastructure. These are listed in Section 7 of this
report and are recommended for adoption.
In Section 8 the CTDG has identified a range of Area Wide Project Works for cyclist
and walkers, for consideration and adoption. These represent some best practice
standards for making cycling and walking safe, secure, convenient and accessible
for all ages and abilities.
Our analysis is that incorporating these additional infrastructure measures outlined
in Sections 6 & 7 that provide ‘consistent low traffic stress’ routes, together with the
Other Project recommendations, will result in a significant increase in cycling numbers
which will embrace the full spectrum of cyclists (not just the ‘strong and fearless’ and
‘enthused and confident’). The number of walkers will also be increased.
Additional works will cost more, but the costs will be substantially outweighed by
the outcomes of increased participation and will be welcomed by all in the community
for many years ahead.
Overall, the outcome by adopting these recommendations will be to achieve the
objectives of the Victorian Cycling Strategy and Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 in respect
to walking and cycling.
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APPENDIX A Purpose
and Membership of
the CTDG

APPENDIX B Connection of the
Anniversary Trail to Eastern Bicycle
Connection and Main Yarra Trail

The purpose of the Walking and Cycling CTDG was to:

This connection of two Strategic Cycling Routes is a key element of Victorian Cycling Strategy.

•• Provide another level of engagement for North East Link, allowing more
opportunities to understand ideas, for innovation or refining design.

Darebin Ck Trail

•• Provide interested community members with access to staff to provide
their time and relevant information available.
•• Provide insight into issues for consideration in the environmental effect
statement (EES).
•• Help the project to gain a better understanding of motivations and answer
questions appropriately.

Latrobe Uni

Northland SC

Proposed NEL Bicycle
Strategic Route

•• Provide insight for potential bidders.
This purpose of this report is to meet the objective of the group, to provide
additional opportunities and ideas to potential bidders that enhance the
legacy of the project.

CTDG Members
Shoppingtown SC

The CTDG is made up of members from Bicycle User Groups (BUGs) including
Banyule BUG, Boroondara BUG, Nillumbik BUG, Metro East BUG as well as
Whitehorse Active Transport Action Group, Institute of Transportation Engineers
– Australia and New Zealand, Warringal Conservation Society and local people
who live, walk and ride within the North East Link project area.
In addition to these members, council officers from Banyule, Boroondara,
Manningham, Nillumbik, Yarra, and Whitehorse were invited along
to meetings to observe and answer questions where appropriate.

BHMAC

Ringwood MAC

Anniversary Trail

Chadstone SC
Figure 28. The Missing Link in the Bicycle Network
The Anniversary Trail is a key Strategic Cycling Connection
in Melbourne’s Strategic Cycling Network. The Anniversary
Trail links the Gardiners Creek Trail in Malvern (and nearby
Chadstone Shopping Centre) to Fairfield, and further north to
Northland Regional Shopping Centre and Latrobe University.
It is the longest north-south off road path in the eastern
suburbs and can therefore achieve a significant increase in
the number of cyclists riding for transportation — provided
the key discontinuity across the Eastern Freeway
is upgraded to enable all types of cyclists to cross
(particularly the 60% ‘interested but concerned’).
Barriers — physical, or safety (including perceived safety)
— strongly influence whether a cyclist will undertake a cycle
journey. Crossing the Eastern Freeway from Anniversary
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Trail to the Eastern Bicycle Corridor and the new Yarra River
Bridge presents those barriers including:
•• substantially substandard footpaths adjacent
to a very busy arterial road
•• traffic signal poles adding to the difficulty of riding
along the footpath, and accessing signalised
cross-walk at ramps
•• a high speed free-flowing entry ramp, that also has
poor sight distance to pedestrians and cyclists
crossing the ramp
•• very poor geometry for cyclists crossing entry/exit ramps
including tight radius and steep cross-overs, with high
risk of cyclists and walkers being blocked/trapped
on the roadway or splitter islands.
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Summary
The Victorian Cycling Strategy 2018-28 recognises that
Strategic Cycling Corridors should provide safe, lower stress
cycling for transport without undue impact on other modes
of transport to maximise the efficiency of the network.

Anniversary Trail-Eastern Fwy Connection:
Population Catchment

Two Alternatives for a Safe Crossing
of the Eastern Freeway:
Alternative 1: Shared Path Bridge over
Eastern Freeway and Bus Expressway
Comment: The Shared Path bridge (shown in blue)
will go over the Entry and Exit ramps. Approach shared
footpaths/ramps to the bridge are shown in purple
— part of these ramps will be structures.

It notes that ‘interested but concerned’ people are deterred
by any high-stress section of a corridor, and that the focus
and priorities for investment will be on removing high-stress
sections of a corridor.

An additional Shared Path bridge (shown light blue)
will be required adjacent to the existing ‘redundant’
Chandler Hwy bridge, north of the Eastern Fwy.
The current footpaths are narrow and substandard
to be used as a Shared Path. (The ‘redundant’ bridge
in Chandler Hwy is the bridge immediately north of
the existing road bridge over the Eastern Freeway).

The current crossing of the Eastern Freeway is a high stress
section that impacts on the effectiveness and outcomes
of nearby major infrastructure developments:
•• the new Shared Path Bridge over the Yarra River
(part of the Chandler Highway Bridge Project),
•• the Eastern Bicycle Corridor (proposed as part
of the North East Link project).

This solution avoids the complex ramp intersections
and sub-standard narrow footpaths on existing bridges
and the route will not be a ‘barrier’ to any cyclist.

Boroondara Bicycle Users Group (BUG) members
have undertaken a detailed assessment of a range
of alternatives to improve the crossing of the Eastern
Freeway and its connection to the new cycling
infrastructure on the Eastern Freeway.
Fundamental to the assessment is to what degree a
particular alternative would improve safety and increase
the number of cyclists and walkers making the trip over the
freeway. Infrastructure that is good for cyclists is also good
for walkers, mobility scooters, etc.
Boroondara BUG’s assessment is that a new shared
path bridge /underpass of the Eastern freeway is the only
means that would attract the largest cohort of cyclists
(i.e. it would appeal to the 60% ‘interested but concerned’).
A new Shared Path Bridge/underpass over the Eastern
Freeway is a vital investment for the future; recognising
the growth in e-bikes, and the increased inner city
development (eg the ‘Amcor’ site development in
Alphington that will have around 5000 residents).
It is a project that must be incorporated as part of the
North East Link Project.
The Victorian Bicycle Strategy recognises that a Strategic
Cycling Connection is only as good as the weakest link;
thus, to increase the uptake of cycling then a connection
must be low stress and address the needs of the ‘interested
but concerned’ cyclist.

(Population figures from 2016 Census)

Proposed Eastern
Bike Connection

Figure 29. Population catchments for Anniversary
— Eastern Fwy Connection
There is a potential population catchment of approximately
400,000 cyclists (based on 33% of the population that will
not cycle — the ‘no way, no how’ category).

Bus Expressway

Similar to any mode of transport, they will be making trips
to a variety of different destinations, but for cyclists, their
decision to cycle a particular route will take account of the
potential traffic stress of that route.

Ramp to
New Bridge

The connection across Eastern Freeway from the respective
catchments present significant barriers to many cyclists
(as described above).
As noted in the Victorian Cycling Strategy, ‘interested
but concerned’ people are deterred to riding by any
high-stress section of a corridor.

Figure 30. Anniversary Trail over Eastern Freeway — Shared Path bridge concept

Those currently crossing the Eastern Freeway will be largely
drawn from the ‘strong and the fearless’ category (the 1%
of cyclists), reflecting the Traffic Stress for many other cyclists
who might otherwise wish to cross.
A high quality crossing that is safe and has low traffic stress
would be attractive to potential use by the whole of the
400,000 population catchment of cyclists for their trips
across the Eastern Freeway, and to the 33% of those
who would not ride but could walk.
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Alternative 2: Underpass of Eastern Freeway, ramps and the Bus Expressway

Doncaster Busway

Underpass

Proposed Eastern
Bike Connection

New Yarra R Bike Connection
Ramp to
Underpass

Figure 31. Anniversary Trail at Eastern Freeway — bicycle underpass
Comment: The underpass will go under
the Eastern Freeway (and its ramps)
and the Bus Expressway.
It would be desirable to provide the
underpass with a ‘light well’ opening in
the median.
On the northern side of the Eastern
Freeway, the underpass would be
approximately the same level as the
Main Yarra Trail/Eastern Bicycle Corridor.
On the southern side the shared
path would ramp up to the existing
Anniversary Trail (south of Princess
Street).
Assessment of contours in this area
indicates that key levels are as follows:
•• Freeway level — 18m
•• Main Yarra Trail — 10 m
•• Chandler Highway — 24m south side
•• Anniversary Trail at Princess St
— 23m

Comments
Alternative 1: The shared path bridge
over the Eastern Freeway would
have a path level at approximately
25m which would mean a marginal
grade south down to the Anniversary
Trail. On the northern side the grade
of the path from the bridge back to
Chandler Highway would be flat. It
would then ramp down to EBC under
the ‘redundant bridge’ at 5% (the level
of the EBC under the bridge would
be around 19 to 20m). A variation of
this alternative would be to continue
the shared path bridge over the Bus
Expressway, then westwards to the EBC
and Chandler Hwy bridge crossing.
Alternative 2: The underpass of the
Eastern Freeway would have an invert
level of about 14m. With the level of the
Anniversary Trail at Princess St at 23m,
the shared path would require a ramp
length of around 180m (at a 5% grade
up). It could be achieved but not as a
direct path. On the northern side of the

Eastern Freeway and Bus Expressway,
the underpass can be graded readily
into the path from the EBC.
Both Alternatives are feasible, however
Alternative 1 does have less lengths of
grades.
A Shared Path bridge or underpass
of the Eastern Freeway is essential
to providing a low stress and safe
crossing and hence maximising the
number of pedestrian and cyclists.
It achieves a major objective of
the Victorian Cycling Strategy by
interconnecting the two Strategic
Cycling Corridors — along the Eastern
Freeway corridor and the Anniversary
Trail-Darebin Trail Corridor — hence
maximising the efficiency of Strategic
Cycling Network.
Importantly a new Shared Path
Bridge/underpass will complement
the significant investment of two key
projects. It is a ‘keystone’ project.

Proposed shared path
bridge/underpass

Figure 33. The Anniversary Trail at Eastern Freeway - A ‘Keystone’ to two major bicycle projects
Two major projects converge but no adequate connection over the Eastern Freeway.

Eastern Bike Connection
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APPENDIX C The Koonung Trail
- North side of Eastern Fwy

APPENDIX D A Direct
underpass of Bulleen Rd

This proposal is for a route below the overpass structure to the Freeway Golf Club.

The Direct underpass is safer; it provides clear sight lines and greatly enhances
accessibility to a direct connection to the Bulleen Rd Shared path north of the Interchange.

Shared Path from
Koonung Trail
connecting to NEL
Shared Path (west
side of Bulleen Road)

Flyover ramp (widened)
provides overpass of
Thompson Rd for cyclists

Local Bike connections
to Thompsons Rd

The North East Link will mean a significant reduction of traffic volumes using the
west bound exit ramp to travel north along Bulleen Rd.
Accordingly the intersection can be modified to construct the Direct underpass
without adversely impacting traffic operations, while still retaining access from the
Koonung Trail to Bulleen Rd footpaths.
Two alternatives are suggested:

B

Proposed shared path
ramps to Western Bridge
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Figure 34. Concept of Bicycle Shared Paths and Ramps at Eastern Fwy/NEL Interchange
The width of the freeway at A (above) is constrained, due to the Bus Expressway and the freeway interchange.

Proposed direct Underpass and approach
ramps, connecting to Koonung Trail

Figure 36. Direct Underpass of Bulleen Rd — Removal of Splitter island
(maintain 4 standup lanes)
a) Removal of the splitter island. The left turn movement (which is relatively low compared
to other movements) would operate in conjunction to other exit ramp movements.
The removal of the splitter island would enable the Koonung Trail ramp (yellow) to be
developed without impacting on the footpath.

Shared Path
in culvert
underpass
of bridge
approach
slab

Proposed shared path
ramps to Western Bridge

a) Reduce stand-up
lanes to 2T, 1T&R
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Figure 35. Northern Pier of Freeway Golf Club Bridge
The above image and drawing show the northern pier of the Freeway Golf Club bridge.
The original construction of pier and pier footing required excavation into the rock embankment.
Subsequently the embankment was ‘reinstated’ with rock beaching (refer to left image). Having
regard to this, it does enable consideration of different options for locating the shared path.
Options for Shared Path
1. Excavate rock beaching and provide underpinning ‘wall’ adjacent to pier footing (as utilised in
high-rise building construction) with Shared path (shown green) adjacent to Bus Expressway
2. Shared Path located adjacent to pier (shown magenta)
3. Shared Path is culvert (shown blue) behind pier and under approach slab
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Proposed Underpass
connecting to Koonung Trail

Figure 37. Direct Underpass of Bulleen Rd — Three Stand-up traffic lanes
b) Reduce the number of ‘stand-up’ lanes to three (common arrangement at
many interchanges with one lane exit ramps) which provides more room for
the footpath adjacent to the ramp underpass.
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APPENDIX E Bulleen Rd:
Shared Path on West side

Shared Path along west side of Bulleen Road: an A-Grade alternative

This proposal is for a Lower Traffic Stress Route providing better accessibility for the community.
Construction of the Shared Path on the WEST side of Bulleen Rd can be readily achieved.
From Koonung Creek, for approximately a distance of 700 m north, the centre median of Bulleen Road would
be narrowed from 5m width to 3m. This would still enable separate right turn lanes to be provided to adjacent
properties. The footpath reserve on the west side would gain an extra 2m. There would be no intrusion into the
Bolin Bolin Billabong reservation.

Median in Bulleen Road reduced, to achieve a wider footpath reserve on the west side

Further South of 201 Bulleen
Road, note the Tree Reserve
at Ilma Court Subdivision
(4.6m width), which is in
addition to the footpath
width of 7.3m

Footpath reserve
widened to 5m by
narrowing central median

Shared Path along west side of Bulleen Road: an A-Grade alternative

Bulleen Rd nr Ilma Crt:
Footpath Width 7.3m plus 4.6m 'Tree Reserve'

Provide Shared Path on west side of Bulleen Road, by narrowing median from 5.2m to 3.2m
(Traffic lane widths remain the same)
Figure 38. Shared Path on west side of Bulleen Rd

At the proposed Bulleen Park/Veneto Club entrance, the NELA Reference Design has not been made available.
It is requested that bidders provide grade separation for the shared path at this location.
Ilma Court Residential Area: The total width from property line to road varies; this width has a tree reserve
of 4.6 m and footpath reservation up to 7.6m.
Figure 39. Shared Path on Bulleen Rd West side:
Planning zone details
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At the entrance to Ilma Court a 'flat top road hump’
would be constructed to provide priority to cyclists
using this Strategic Route.
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APPENDIX F A Direct Route through
Banksia Park to Rivergum Walk
In his introduction to the Victorian Cycling Strategy 201828, the previous Minister for Roads and Road Safety, Luke
Donnellan makes the comment that ‘the strategy aims to get
more people on bicycles by delivering a safer, lower-stress,
better-connected network….’

Both Banyule and Manningham have Bicycle Strategies
for the development of their local cycling networks; each
recognise the need for links across the Yarra to provide
a continuation of these local networks into the adjacent
municipality

The Strategy also states that the priority for investment
should be on Strategic Networks. Strategic Cycling Corridors
‘are the arterials of the cycling networks which join up
important destinations: the central city, national employment
and innovation clusters, major activity centres and other
destinations of metropolitan or state significance.’

The Strategic Cycling Corridor Route is the primary route
in the area serving a wider travel catchment, compared
to the east-west connection from Manningham to Banyule
which serves local transport needs in their respective
bicycle networks.

In the NEL corridor, the Strategic Cycling Corridor must be
one that is direct. It is the route that is the arterial route in the
cycling network, and to which local cycling networks then
connect rather than the other way around.

Approx location for Shared Path bridge
(37045.2463'S 14504.7375'E)

Accordingly the Strategic Cycling Corridor Route must have
priority in planning over a local route connection, to ensure
a direct route is achieved (similar to the considerations in
planning a freeway route).
The Direct route though Banksia Park must be chosen;
it will save 0.8km compared to NELA’s proposed route
and provide many other community benefits.

The Direct Route involves:

Construct to min 3m

•• an underpass of Manningham Rd into Banksia Park
(this work could be undertaken in conjunction with
the interchange works).
New
bridge

Reconstruct
to min 3m

•• using existing low traffic roads and paths within
the park to the northern end of Banksia Park,
•• a new bridge (approximately 40 m length) across
the Yarra R into Warringal Parklands, with minimal
loss of vegetation and trees (37deg 45.2463’S,
145deg 4.7375”E)
•• a new shared path between sporting fields
to Rivergum Walk

Heide Gallery
New underpass

Construct to min 3m

Figure 40. Overview of the Direct Route through Banksia Park
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Figure 41. The Direct Route within Banksia Park
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A Direct Route Delivering Walking benefits to the Community

N
Banksia Park
walking paths

Direct Route
Underpass of
Manningham Road

MYT

Direct Route Bridge
into Banksia Park

Direct Route Underpass
of Manningham Road
Informal
walking paths

Figure 42: Population Catchment north of Banksia Park

Walking
Approximately 10,200 people live in the shared area.
(2016 Census)

Yet Banksia Park is effectively inaccessible to most of these
residents other than to drive.

The proposed Direct Route Bridge means:
•• Walking access, between 7 and 40 min, to Banksia Park.
Banksia Park offers:

•• The proposed Direct Route underpass of Manningham
Rd would greatly expand walking opportunities:

–– Heide Gallery and Cafe

–– Bolin Bolin billabong

–– Walking Trails

–– Bulleen Sports Fields

–– Fenced 'Dog-off lead' area

–– With further path development (along the east side
of the Yarra R) to Burke Road bridge
(about 4.5km from the Direct Toure Bridge)
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Figure 43 CTDG Proposals: Delivering Walking Paths to the NEL Project

The Direct Route, with a bridge into Banksia Park at its northern end, and the Direct Route underpass
of Manningham Road, will enable an extensive circuit of walking trails in the Bulleen
- Yarra River corridor that complement the existing Main Yarra Trail
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